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Has the DAX Rally Stalled?


The DAX fell by over 2.4% on Monday to 7638.23, putting strong support at the 7635/7600
area in the spotlight. While the choppy rally since the 2011 lows argues for further gains, the
scope of the fall on Monday argues for further corrective losses as the last leg of the rally
from 16 November 2012 has been steep



From a pairs or long/short point of view, the FTSE 100 has outperformed the DAX since the
start of 2013 (by almost 6 percentage points) and this may continue. Germany faces unique
challenges in 2013 which may temper the rally in the DAX from the 05 June 2012 lows, while
the UK’s FTSE is benefitting from currency moves and the different mix of shares in the index



If both indices fall a pairs trade would reduce the potential gains on the outright bear play, but
the long/short strategy would offer a partial hedge in case the DAX does trend higher again



On Tuesday, Monday’s equity losses reversed slightly: Boost ShortDAX® 3x Daily ETP
(3DES) fell by 1.05% while Boost FTSE 100 3x Leverage Daily ETP (3UKL) rose by 1.71%
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Source: Bloomberg® as of 6 Feb 2013. FTSE 100 values and returns represent the FTSE 100 Net Dividend TR index.

The 2.4% tumble in the DAX to approach strong chart support at 7635/7600 on Monday is leaving investors
with a strong trading opportunity from a chart point of view. Bulls can look for a bounce off support to try and
regain 7800 for 7871 (28 January 2013 peak), while bears may be looking for a turn below key support which
will leave losses to 7400/7340 (congestive area and trend line support lines). While the choppy rally since the
2011 lows argues for further gains, the scope of the fall on Monday argues for further corrective losses as the
last leg of the rally from 16 November 2012 has been steep. A fall to 7340 would be a tumble of over 4% from
current levels (7665) and there is a risk of seeing 6986 (250-day moving average) approached on a sustained
turn lower. Selling into upticks on Wednesday should attract, with short term resistance at 7765/7800 important
to hold for very short term bear views. From a pairs or long/short point of view, the FTSE 100 has outperformed
the DAX since the start of 2013 by almost 6 percentage points and this may continue. If both indices fall a pairs
trade would reduce the potential gains on the outright bear play, but the long/short strategy would offer a partial
hedge in case the DAX does trend higher again.
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Research sourced from Redtower Asset Management. Data courtesy of Bloomberg© and Reuters©

Possible Trades
If you think equities are likely to fall, you can go short by purchasing a 3x Short ETP such as:
 Boost ShortDAX® 3x Daily ETP (3DES)
 Boost Short FTSE 100 3x Daily ETP (3UKS)
Or if you think DAX will fall but want to hedge your market risk in case DAX rises:
 Buy Boost ShortDAX® 3x Daily ETP (3DES) & Buy Boost Leverage FTSE 100 3x Daily ETP
(3UKL)

Contact Information
If you would like further information about Boost ETP’s product range or any of the content within this fact
sheet, please contact us:
 +44 (0)20 3515 0050  info@boostetp.com
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of Mirabella Financial Services LLP which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. Boost ETP LLP have appointed Redtower Asset
Management Limited to produce third party research and there is no financial incentive for Redtower Asset Management Limited to make a recommendation to Boost
products. Therefore, there are no conflicts of interests between Boost ETP LLP and Redtower Asset Management LLP.
Important Notice
This commentary is for information only and the comments and forecasts are intended to be of a general nature and are current as at the date of issue. Redtower
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this data on the understanding that the data is sourced from the public domain or authorised sources, and that while Redtower Asset Management will endeavour to
ensure that the accuracy of the data in our reports, no responsibility is taken for any errors in the data and no responsibility or liability of any sort is taken for any
losses that you or your company may incur, either directly or indirectly, through the use of this information. The source of data within this communication can be
sourced directly from Bloomberg and Reuters. Redtower Asset Management is registered in Scotland, registered office: Crystal Valley, Fettercairn, Kincardineshire,
Scotland AB30 1DU, registered number is SC325065. VAT registration no. 751 6880 11. Redtower Asset Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Services Authority. FSA no. 473656.
The products discussed in this document are issued by Boost Issuer PLC (the “Issuer”) in accordance with the Prospectus published on the Central Bank of Ireland’s
website. The Central Bank of Ireland has certified that the Prospectus of the Issuer has been drawn up in accordance with the Directive 2003/71/EC. The Prospectus
has been passported from Ireland into the United Kingdom. Please read the Prospectus before you invest in any Exchange Traded Products (“ETPs”).
Boost Issuer PLC, Boost ETP LLP or Mirabella Financial Services LLP is acting for you in any way in relation to the investment to which this communication relates,
or providing investment advice to you. The information is not an offer to buy or sell or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or investment. As no
recommendations can be provided you are advised to seek your own independent legal, investment and tax or other advice as you see fit.

